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ABOUT US
The Estate is owned and run by Caroline and
her husband Ali. We believe that we set
ourselves apart from the crowd with our unique
experiences.
ALI is in charge of coordinating guest
experiences and all things gin. In short, the fun
stuff. He also leads guest experiences including,
hiking, mountain biking and tours around the
Solar Branco grounds and Ponta Delgada.
Previously Ali worked for the World Wildlife
Fund as well as Red Bull in Formula One. He
has spoken at Davos about social media and
dyslexia.
CAROLINE leads our culinary experiences,
including our top selling Vegan Cozido, as well
as Shinrin Yoku (nature connection) sessions
where you will experience the natural beauty of
the Azores with all your senses. Previously she
was a member of the British Diplomatic Service
for almost 2 decades. Her responsibilities
included looking after members of the royal
family as well as politicians and other VIPs.

Ali & Caroline
Find out more about The Solar Branco Eco Estate and The
Ocean Azores Foundation.

LEARN HOW TO MAKE THE PERFECT G&T
Visit the world renowned Gin Library, home to Europe’s largest gin
collection, with over 600 bottles from 43 countries. You will be hosted by Gin
Library owner, and Baleia Gin creator, Ali Bullock. Ali will teach you the
insider secrets of how to prepare the perfect Gin & Tonic, featuring Baleia
Gin.
As you enjoy your Gin & Tonic, you have the opportunity to capture photos
and videos of this unique location. Ali and the team are also here to answer
questions about his collection of gins from around the world, and share
information about the Solar Branco Eco Estate where the Gin Library is
located. You can try additional gins from the collection for €15 per drink.
Named after the Portuguese word for whale, Baleia Gin is distilled
overlooking the never-ending Atlantic Ocean here on the island of São
Miguel.
Blending traditional botanicals such as juniper, citrus and rosemary with
seaweed sustainably sourced from the waters around the island. Baleia gin
has an exceptionally smooth ﬂavour, mixing a touch of sweetness with the
salt of the ocean.
Every bottle and drink sold supports marine conservation projects in the
region, through a donation to The Ocean Azores Foundation.
This experience is held at the Gin Library at the Solar Branco Eco Estate
come rain or shine. When the weather is nice, the library doors are open,
bringing the beautiful views of the green hills of São Miguel to the ocean
beyond. For rainy days, we have comfortable seating inside.
Your experience includes one drink. Additional drinks are available to
purchase.

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

PRICE: €15
Duration: 30 mins
Hosted by: Ali
BOOK NOW

GIN FLIGHT
Sample and enjoy our 3 in-house gins conceptualised here at The Gin
Library. Your gin ﬂight includes:

PRICE: €35
Duration: 2 hours
Hosted by: Ali
Minimum Guests: 1

1. Mr Pugsby’s London Dry Gin

BOOK NOW

Carefully crafted by Mr Pugsby, the legendary companion of Senhor Raposa.
This is a classic London Dry Gin. A perfect gin, with a note of citrus,
balancing out the classic juniper ﬂavour proﬁle.
2. Senhor Raposa’s Special T Gin
Created by Senhor Raposa himself in the 1800s. This is a gin using a unique
botanical - tea leaves from Gorreana. This tea plantation, located on Senhor
Raposa’s home island of São Miguel is the oldest and currently only tea
plantation in Europe.
3. Baleia Gin
Named after the Portuguese word for whale, Baleia is distilled overlooking
the never-ending Atlantic Ocean on the island of São Miguel in the Azores.
The gin features seaweed sustainably sourced from the waters around the
island, giving it an exceptionally smooth and unique ﬂavour.

All 3 gins can be bought by the bottle to take home.

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

AZOREAN GIN MASTERCLASS
While Portugal is better known for its Port, that hasn't stopped it from
producing some excellent gin. Join us as you are guided through the rich
history and ﬂavours of gin with gin expert and host here at the Solar Branco
Eco Estate, Ali Bullock.
Your gin tasting takes you through the very best gins from the Azores and
Portugal as you learn about the history of gin and its modern renaissance.
You will try 3 taster gins with selected tonics and garnishes matched for
each one. Light snacks will be served during the tasting.
This experience is held come rain or shine. Your gin tasting takes you
through the very best gins from the Azores and Portugal as you learn about
the history of gin and its modern renaissance.
Enjoy your visit at The gin library, one of the largest in the world.

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

PRICE: €50
Duration: 1 hour
Hosted by: Ali
BOOK NOW

THE VIP GIN TASTING MASTERCLASS
VIP guests are invited to join a special Gin masterclass at the Gin Library,
housing one of the largest collections of gin in the world.
VIP guests are invited to join a private Gin masterclass at the Gin Library,
where you are invited to taste an exclusively curated range of gins. This
selection includes Japanese gins not normally served in the library. Each gin
is individually paired with its perfect match of tonic water and garnish. The
Gin Library houses one of the largest collections of gin in the world.
This experience is held come rain or shine. When the weather is nice, the
library doors are open, bringing the beautiful views of the green hills of Sao
Miguel to the ocean beyond. There is also ample seating outside and we
invite you to tour the grounds with a G&T in hand. For rainy days, we have
comfortable seating inside.
Your gin tasting includes a journey through the history of gin to its modern
renaissance. Guests will also be invited to tour the Solar Branco Eco-Estate
and learn more about the house and the part it played in the citrus trade
with the UK in the 1800s.
You will end the day taking home a bottle of Baleia Gin (created by owner
and host of The Gin Library, Ali Bullock.)

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

PRICE: €150
Duration: 2 hours
Hosted by: Ali
Minimum Guests: 2
BOOK NOW

FREE GIN
Free Gin!? Yes. Join us for a gin masterclass, bring a craft gin we don’t have
in the collection, and you and one other will enjoy the class for free (please
see the terms and conditions below.)
This experience is held come rain or shine. When the weather is nice, the
library doors are open, bringing the beautiful views of the green hills of Sao
Miguel to the ocean beyond. There is also ample seating outside and we
invite you to tour the grounds with a G&T in hand. For rainy days, we have
comfortable seating inside.

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

Terms & Conditions:
Free gin offer only valid for advance bookings
The bottle must be an unopened craft gin
You must either be a guest staying on the estate or book directly
This offer does not apply if you book through a third party agent

Price: Free
Duration: 1 hour
Hosted by: Ali

BOOK NOW

VEGAN COZIDO DINNER
Coming to the Azores is all about connecting with nature, and enjoying
some of the unique experiences that these islands have to offer. One of the
most unique and exciting things to enjoy is the Cozido das Furnas - a meal
cooked in a volcano.

Price: €65
Times: 48 hours notice needed
Guests: 4 adults +
Hosted by: Caroline

This famous rustic dish is traditionally made with meat and vegetables. The
Solar Branco Eco Estate's signature version is a modern plant based
interpretation of the dish, using fresh local seasonal ingredients and a
special blend of herbs and spices, delivering a delicious and reﬁned twist on
the traditional dish.

BOOK NOW

Your evening starts by joining us to pick up the pot from the cooking site.
Thanks to the volcanic heat, the pot is kept naturally at a temperature of 80
- 90 degrees Celsius and cooks there for at least 6 hours. It's a fun photo
opportunity to show friends and family how you hauled your dinner out of
the steam of the volcano.
You'll return to The Solar Branco Eco Estate to enjoy this unique food with
local wines, beers and accompaniments. Please note: This does not include
transportation. You will need to make your own way to and from the
cooking site.
Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to
bring babies or children under 16.

AZOREAN VOLCANIC WINE TASTING
Join us for a wine tasting at the historic Solar Branco Eco Estate, above the
town of Livramento. The area was known for growing wine grapes in the
1700s, before citrus took over in the 1800s. The estate still has its terraces
on which grapes were grown. You will be hosted by Ali Bullock, owner of the
Solar Branco Eco Estate, and our in-house private wine sommelier, João
Couto. Ali and João will take you through the rich history of the Azores and
the wines of the region.
During the tasting you will sample 4 white wines and 2 red wines from the
Azores archipelago. The wines are all paired with local cheeses and savory
bites showcasing regional specialities. Each unique wine is handpicked from
small independent producers, many of them producing less than 1,000
bottles each year.
You’ll learn from your hosts about the history of winemaking in the Azores,
its place in local culture, and how islanders have continued to grow grapes
on this volcanic archipelago in the middle of the Atlantic ocean.
The tasting takes place on the Gin Library terrace, where you will enjoy
views of the countryside and Atlantic ocean. We welcome you to take a tour
of the grounds of the estate, with a glass of wine in hand. The estate is
perfectly located less than 10 minutes from the main city of Ponta Delgada.
The heritage house sits on top of a hill, surrounded by farmland, overlooking
the quaint town of Livramento and the ocean beyond.

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Wine Cellar and Estate are not
permitted to bring babies or children under 16.

PRICE: €65
Duration: 1.5 hours
Hosted by: Joao & Ali
Guests: 4+
BOOK NOW

SHINRIN YOKU FOREST BATHING WALK
Shinrin Yoku is a unique sensory way to experience and connect with
nature. Originating in Japan, Shinrin Yoku offers an opportunity to immerse
yourself in nature without modern day distractions.

Price: €25
Duration: 3 hours
Hosted by: Caz
Guests 4+

Shinrin Yoku is often referred to in English as forest bathing (the literal
translation of this Japanese term) or forest therapy.

BOOK NOW

Your guide, Caroline Sprod, is the ﬁrst and only Shinrin Yoku guide in the
Azores, and co-owner of the Solar Branco Eco Estate.

SANTANA FARMER'S MARKET TOUR
Meet the Farmers, Azorean style. Unlike Mercado de Graça in Ponta
Delgada, this is a market that most people don’t get to see or experience,
including locals! Happening only on a Thursday, this is where the farmers
meet, buy and sell their produce and livestock and get together for a chat.
In the area you will also ﬁnd one of the top restaurants in the Azores,
Restaurante Da Associação Agricola
Please note: The market is located outside of Riberia Grande. Your own
transport is required, and you can ﬁnd the market on Google Maps here.

HOTEL GUESTS ONLY: Complimentary
Duration: 1 hour
Times: THURS ONLY

RECOMMENDED EXPERIENCES
We are delighted to personally recommend the following companies for their ethical
approach and experiences here in the Azores. Each of these companies has been personally
vetted by us to the highest standard of sustainable tourism and animal welfare.

WANDERLUST PHOTOS
Instagram photo tour
Get your phone and
camera ready and capture
the landscape beauty of
São Miguel Island, with
your professional
photographer and also
local renowned
Instagrammer.
Website

JAPANESE MASSAGE
Rest & relax
Enjoy a Japanese Seirai
massage as you
breathe in fresh Atlantic
air of the Azores. This
private space is perfect
for a solo traveller or
couple to enjoy.
Website

SHINRIN YOKU
AZORES
Wellness
Put your phone down
and reconnect with
yourself and nature as
you take a gentle,
thoughtful walk
through the Azorean
countryside.
Website

SUNSET TOUR & GIN
Watch the sunset

AZOREAN ACTIVE
Adventure Tours

Take a tour across the
island and watch the
sunset with a G&T in
hand. Couple tours and
groups welcome.

São Miguel is known as
the Green Island for
good reason. This is a
great way to get out
and see the Jurassic
inspired island as you
dive through forests to
waterfalls.

Website

Website

ETHICAL ANIMAL EXPERIENCES
We are delighted to personally recommend the following companies for their ethical
approach and experiences here in the Azores. Each of these companies has been personally
vetted by us to the highest standard of sustainable tourism and animal welfare.

THE FARM
Ethical farming

EQUITOUR RIDES
Horse riding

Terra Azul
Whale Watching

Great experience to
learn about farming
and even how to milk a
cow. Perfect for kids, a
lovely day out.

This well run stables
has beautiful horses to
ride as you enjoy the
Azorean countryside.

Go whale watching
with the most
sustainable company in
the Azores.

Website

Website

Website

FIND OUT MORE:

CETACEANS OF THE AZORES

THE AZORES SUPPORT MORE THAN ONE THIRD OF THE
WORLD’S WHALE AND DOLPHIN SPECIES, WHICH LIVE IN THESE
WATERS OR PASS THROUGH ON SEASONAL MIGRATIONS.

15 SPECIES OF WHALES IN
THE AZORES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SPERM WHALE
BLUE WHALE
FIN WHALE
SEI WHALE
MINKE WHALE
HUMPBACK WHALE
BRYDE’S WHALE
NORTHERN BOTTLENOSE
WHALE
DWARF SPERM WHALE
PYGMY SPERM WHALE
CUVIER’S BEAKED WHALE
SOWERBY’S BEAKED WHALE
BLAINEVILLE'S BEAKED
WHALE
GERVAIS BEAKED WHALE
TRUE'S BEAKED WHALE

10 SPECIES OF DOLPHINS
IN THE AZORES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

9 ISLANDS. 1 OCEAN
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE
WHALE WATCHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES AT
OCEANAZORES.ORG

BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN
COMMON DOLPHIN
PILOT WHALE
RISSOS DOLPHIN
ORCA / KILLER WHALE
FALSE KILLER WHALE
ATLANTIC SPOTTED DOLPHIN
STRIPED DOLPHIN
ROUGH-TOOTHED DOLPHIN
FRASER'S DOLPHIN

Source: Lisa Steiner - Whale Watch Azores
Source: Insight Guides

OCEAN AZORES

FOUNDATION
LAST UPDATED SUMMER 2022

WHALE WATCHING: THE RULES
Fundamental rules:

Whale watching companies must not:

- Do not exceed the speed of the animals by more than 2 knots,

- Get closer than 50 metres from any cetacean and should remain

keeping the speed steady

farther than 500 metres from an animal or group of animals that
are motionless, resting or in labor.

- The boats should move parallel to each other, positioning
themselves on a 60º angle, behind the animals

- Provoke the separation of the group of animals, mainly the
calves

- Avoid direction and heading changes
- Approach whale calves when alone on the surface, as well as to
- Maintain a parallel course, slightly behind de animals, so they

approach whales with small calves, less than 100 metres

may keep a 180º angle free ahead of them
- Have more than 3 boats, in a 300 metres radius in the presence
- Avoid noises in the proximity of the animals that may disturb

of dolphins, and 500 metres in the presence of whales.

or attract them
- Remain in the observation area beyond 30 minutes
- Whenever the animals show signs of disturbance, the boats
should move beyond the observation area, behind the animals

- Use of sonar, including the area outside the observation zone.

- ABSOLUTELY NO swimming with the whales (without a

- Use of underwater motorised vehicles, in the area close to the

government approved licence)

animals

- Drone footage is FORBIDDEN (without a government

- Chase the animals or feed the animals

approved licence)
- Pollute the ocean with solid or liquid residues
With thanks to Azores Experiences for the information

WHEN IN DOUBT: ASK!
Reputable whale watching companies will be more than
happy to outline their processes and the laws regulating
whale watching.

By asking questions you can help ensure that all companies
adhere to the rules of whale watching.

Any doubts, questions or feedback please email:
ali@solarbranco.com

With thanks to Azores Experiences for the information

SÃO MIGUEL
GO WHALE WATCHING WITH THE
FOLLOWING COMPANIES
APPROVED BY THE OCEAN AZORES
FOUNDATION.

WHALE WATCHING:
Terra Azul
Picos da Adventura

DIVING CENTERS:
Best Spot Azores
Season Challenge
Azores Sub Dive Center

9 ISLANDS. 1 OCEAN
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE
WHALE WATCHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES AT
OCEANAZORES.ORG

SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS
Swimming with dolphins is allowed in the Azores with
registered whale watching providers. There are
questions to whether this is an ethical experience or
not. The impact on the dolphins needs more research
and until we know more, we do not encourage this
type of activity.
IF YOU DO GO SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS: ASK
AND ENSURE that your operator is not putting you in
the water with a nursery group. This can cause both the
mothers and calves stress and can lead to less suckling
and resting times. Ultimately this has the potential to kill
the calf.
Any doubts, questions or feedback please email:
ali@solarbranco.com

9 ISLANDS. 1 OCEAN
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE
WHALE WATCHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES AT
OCEANAZORES.ORG

CONTACT US
ALI BULLOCK
+351 919 076 779
HELLO@SOLARBRANCO.COM

